


Concept, Planning and Committee
 by Dale Oftebro

Early in 2007, while the South African reunion was being 
planned, my daughter-in-law, Jessica, & I were discussing it 
and wondered, would it be possible to have a reunion here, 
in the United States?  We started imagining locations, activ-
ities, and possibilities – could it be done?  When?  Where?  
What activities to include?  Would anyone come?

With Kris and Jessica expecting their third child, and as I 
took on a new job, we realized we couldn’t do it on sheer 
desire alone.  After the successful conclusion of the South 
African reunion, we sent out an “Initial interest in an Of-
tebro North American Gathering” to the family members 
we thought would give us input and wise advice.  We had 
many responses, many ideas – we felt we were on the right 
track, but we knew we needed a leader, someone with time 
and good business sense to head a committee to which we 
could contribute.  

From Torstein came this encouragement: “I believe it is 
important that those in charge of such arrangement are the 
enthusiastic ones. I can't think of others more enthusiastic 
than you and Jessica. It seems smart though, to call upon 
input from others from day one, the way you do. I believe 
that Garry will confirm that arranging a family reunion 
in the Oftebro family is much too much to cope with for 
a single person. Good to realize that you have already had 
positive feedback from so many people. There will obvi-
ously be others coming. I am glad that you have notified 
John. He is an excellent and very efficient organizer. If it so 
happens that he will retire from business one of these days, 
he may find time to offer help on such a very meaningful 

and popular arrangement.”

And so it came to pass that John Oftebro did indeed 
retire – and with a bit of coaxing, agreed to be our fear-
less leader.  We were fortunate to have his organizational 
skills, leadership and wisdom, and to have Deborah at his 
side through the months it took to bring us all together.  
We were also blessed to have many family members agree 
to be on our planning committee – willing to share their 
time and talents and providing the encouragement that, 
working together, a North American reunion was pos-
sible.  

And so the NAOC became a reality.  By February 2009 
John began drafting a letter to be sent to all the Oftebros 
for whom we had email addresses.  In April, John wrote 
to the organizing committee: 

 “Since the 2004 giant reunion in Lyngdal and the 2007 
gathering in South Africa, there have been hundreds of 
relationships begun, renewed and enhanced, resulting in 
a growing closeness of our family.  Furthering this activ-
ity by holding a North American Oftebro Reunion will 
advance these relationships and guarantee an ongoing 
connection for our children and theirs.”

And so it went, the ideas beginning to flow – deciding on 
a location, a date, activities, trips, entertainment, design-
ing and sending the “save the date” and final invitation, 
coordinating with the hotel, setting up trips, arranging 
for sound equipment – Whenever a need arose – a logo 
– ideas for the children – computer skills – creative ideas 
– trips – transportation – business details – music –some-
one was there to step in and see that things that needed 



to be done, were done.  
We wanted to show 
Nils-Ole’s DVD, and he 
agreed to add the sound 
track, while Torstein & 
Inge sent us the fin-
ished product.  T-shirts 
and caps needed to be 
designed and ordered – 
tote bags were needed 
– the cost of transpor-

tation for trips became an issue that was resolved.  For 
every challenge that arose, there were individuals who 
provided solutions – and made sure that it was done well.

And the Oftebro family rose up and responded!  So it 
seems that our question, is it possible to have a reunion 
in North America, was answered with a definite, “Yes”.  
The 130 family members who gathered in Pleasanton in 
July 2010 are proof of that.

Our Reunion Meeting Place – 2010

After deciding on California, and specifically the San 
Francisco Bay Area as 
our best location, and 
since it is the home of 
Bernice (Bea) and Lou 
and Margene Rivara, 
Pleasanton, California 
was selected.   After 
months of research by 

Lou and Margene, the Marriott at Pleasanton was select-
ed as our Reunion Headquarters.  Most of our Reunion 
Committee met there 12 months prior to the Reunion 
to tour the facility and meet with the reservations and 
catering staff.   They offered many menu choices and 
meeting room options for our anticipated Reunion at-
tendees.  Fortunately, the Oftebros responded well, and 
the planned activi-
ties and support 
provided by the 
Marriott Hotel 
complimented 
our Reunion 
plans very nicely.   
As the Reunion 
began, we found 
all was in order, 
and the accommodating, helpful and pleasant staff was 
trained in the Norwegian language sufficiently to cor-

rectly pronounce OFTEBRO and say “UFFDA” whenever 
needed.

Pre-Event Outings

After several requests for Pre-Reunion outings, and lots 
of research by Lou and Margene Rivara, we settled on a 
two-day trip to Yosemite National Park and a day visit to 

San Francisco.   
Forty-three Ofte-
bros traveled in 
three vans to ex-
perience one of 
North America’s 
most splendid 
National Parks 
with mountain 
views, sheer rock 

walls, beautiful waterfalls, giant Redwood trees and hiking 
trails.  Six of the younger Oftebros braved a rock-climbing 
lesson; others took a 4-hour mule ride with the balance 
enjoying a tram-ride tour of the Valley’s many beautiful 

sites.  The second day included 
visiting the Mariposa Redwood 
Grove and more viewing of 
the incredible visual sites in 
Yosemite.   It was unfortunate 
that temperatures reached 37 
degrees C (or 99 degreesF) and 
warmer!

Most of the same 
group enjoyed a 
full day in San Francisco, walking across the Golden Gate 
Bridge, followed by a visit to Golden Gate Park.  A tour 
of Mission Delores, the oldest intact Mission in Califor-



nia (1776), provided insight into its religious, historic and architectural 
significance as the birthplace of San Francisco. Then a trip to the fantas-
tic Fisherman’s Wharf allowed folks to choose between trolley car rides, 
shopping and relaxing with friends and waterfront dining.  And, what a 
contrast—most who participated didn’t dress warm enough for the cool 
City by the Bay!  The exhausted Vikings returned to the Marriott for an 
evening and next day of rest in preparation for the Thursday Reunion 
Opening Reception.



The Reunion - Day 1

Finally, after months of 
planning, IT BEGAN!  
Over the past couple of 
days, Oftebros from five 
countries gathered at 
the Pleasanton Mar-
riott.  Beginning early 
Thursday, the commit-

tee set up our Registration Room and greeted Oftebros from 
Norway, South Africa, Italy, Canada and the USA.  Keep-
sake Oftebro Reunion shirts and caps were distributed and 
family photos were taken under the “Ellis Island” display, 
emphasizing our Reunion theme of Immigration to North 
America.  On display were memorabilia of the two previous 
Reunions and other interesting family artifacts as well. 

All were ready for more official mingling at our Open-

ing Reception.  
Excellent hors 
d’ oeuvres and 
beverages helped 
stimulate a noisy, 
vibrant room 
full of Oftebros 
meeting and 
renewing friend-
ships which 
moved into our Meeting 
Room for welcoming com-
ments from co-chair persons 
Dale and John Oftebro.  Our 
eldest Oftebro, Bea Rivara, 
welcomed all to her home-
town of Pleasanton, and Lou 
Rivara (her son) reviewed 
our activity options for the 
next three days.  The room 



was extremely quiet 
as we viewed the 
Immigration Film 
from Ellis Island 
depicting travel to 
the ships, on the 
ships, and processing 
through Ellis Island 
that many of our 
relatives experienced 
when they came 
to America.  Inge 
provided a 54’ up-
to-date Family Tree 
Printout for all to see 
how they fit into the 
Family.  While most 
retired for the eve-
ning, rumors persist 
that certain Oftebros 
remained mingling 
and singing early 
into the next day!

The Reunion - Day 2

Our opening session, delayed by 
continuing enthusiastic conver-
sations, finally began with our 
Master of Ceremonies, John 
Oftebro, inviting several young 
Oftebros to carry in flags repre-
senting the attending countries 

followed by joyous 
singing of the Nation-
al Anthems for USA, 
Canada and Norway.

After announcements 
our presentations 
began with Stein 
Opsal, representing 
the Official Oftebro 
Committee in Norway 
followed by Inge Ofte-
bro.  Both related the 
history and legacy of 

our previous genealogy 
and reunion activities.   
Next was a presentation 
by the Sons of Norway 
officials welcoming us 
to California and giving 
a brief history of their 
organization and its 
assistance to Norwe-
gians in America.  Family history 
presentations began with Ellen 
Seib and Leone Owchar  (sisters) 
highlighting the immigration of 
Gustav Oftebro to the US, and 
then settling in Canada.  John 
Oftebro described Henry Ofte-
bro’s initial immigration, then 
his return with his wife Olava to 
settle in Washington State.  The af-
ternoon activities featured tasting 
tours of two nearby wineries in 
Livermore followed by a poolside 
BBQ and more mingling in the evening.  

The Reunion - Day 3

After opening comments, 
John recognized late ar-
rivals to the Reunion and 
introduced Garry Oftebro 
to relate the South Afri-
can Oftebro history.   It 
was quite thorough and 
emotional for all.  After 
the break, Steve Gar-
fink  (his first Oftebro 
reunion) presented his 
family history.  Following 
Steve were Faye Atkinson 
and her daughter, Susan 
Bull, who read a pioneer 
letter written by Faye’s 
grandmother.  We then 

broke for the afternoon activi-
ties, which included a baseball 
game in Oakland, the Blackhawk 

Auto Museum, 
walking and 
shopping at 
the downtown 
Pleasanton 
farmer’s mar-



ket, relaxing, and playing in local parks or at the hotel 
pool.  It was a wonderful, hot California afternoon.  

The Evening Banquet

The Marriott supplied a 
wonderful banquet setup 
for a nice reception time 
with time to take a variety 
of group photos followed 
by the Norwegian din-
ner prayer and a fabulous 
buffet dinner.  The Nils 
Ole Oftebro video, first 
presented in Norway, 
was shown with Nils 
Ole’s voice overlay and 
enjoyed by all depicting 
the trials of sending off 
Norway’s youth to find 
a hopefully better life in 
America.  (Nils Ole, his 
wife and two sons are 
the actors.)  A touch-
ing tribute was made 
to Reidar Oftebro (and 
Grethe) describ-
ing their incred-
ible contributions 
to our worldwide 
family including 
commemorative 
plaques presented 
to daughters Camilla and Anniken.  
Reidar’s Hymn, sung in both Norwe-
gian and English by the Norwegian 
Oftebro Choir, was accompanied by 
Odd Arve, the composer of the melo-
dy, at the piano. Tobias Oftebro then 
sang a wonderful folk song a capella, 
followed by the Norwegian “Lullaby”, 
text and melody by 3-6-2 Tobias 
Oftebro, also song beautifully by the 
Norwegian choir. Though not 
in attendance, Leane Oftebro 
sent us a beautiful recording of 
her singing, which prompted 
festive singing by Arnfinn 
Beisland.  Then the family band 
led by David Bakken, featur-
ing his children, and those of 
his sister Cheryl and brother 

Steve, played some 
fabulous rockin’ tunes.  
This was a warm-up 
for great dance music 
provided by Caren 
and Scott Vitell, and 
some HOT iPod music 
supplied by David and 
Rikky Bakken, which stimulated more dancing by most 
Oftebros and much celebrating late into the evening and the 
next morning.  By now our young adult Oftebro group were 
into heavy family bonding and not much sleeping.  

The Reunion - Day 4 

Sunday Morning 
began with the 
usual announce-
ments, then Rick 
Hollinbeck pre-
sented on his fam-
ily followed by the 
brother/sister team 
of Howard Win-
nem and Millie 
Norwood.  Ron Oftebro was next and the final presentation 
was Garry Oftebro discussing the 2007 Oftebro Reunion 
in South Africa.  Again, the stories were informative, pas-
sionately presented and often emotional as we learned of 
the many challenges of our brave ancestors who ventured 
into North America, established roots, developed sustaining 
legacies in raising strong families who continue to amaze us 
all with their many wonderful talents and complex jour-
neys.

John Oftebro began a long list of Thank Yous to the 
many Oftebros on our Committee who stepped for-



ward to assist in pulling off a wonderfully successful 
Reunion.  They were:  Dale Oftebro as a brilliant co-chair; 
Ron Oftebro for registration and our Reunion treasurer; 
Lou and Margene Rivara for organizing our outings to Yo-
semite and San Francisco, transportation arrangements and 
van-driving, and spearheading the hotel and local arrange-
ments; Jessica Oftebro of Lake Forest, CA for her incred-
ible graphic design work on our invitations and programs 
and her husband, Kris Oftebro for photography; Caren 
Vitell for artwork; Deborah Oftebro for registration and 
our reunion shirts and caps; Joann Bakken for welcoming, 
registration and transportation; David Bakken for music 
and audio supply; Ellen Seib as our Canadian chair-person; 
Rick Hollinbeck for great support and our hiking leader; 
Torstein and Grethe for their experience and support; and 
Inge and the Norwegian Committee for their promotional 
assistance and support.

John also recognized all the presenters as mentioned above, 
then recognized and thanked the many talented perform-
ers—Olaug and the Norwegian Choir, David Bakken and 
the BRO Band, Odd Arve, Tobias, Arnfinn and Kari, Scott 
and Caren for their dancing music.  Also recognized were 
our many excellent van drivers:  Lou and Margene, Jim 
O, Deborah O, Cheryl and Sean R, Ron O and John Seib.  
Ryan O was recognized 
for his video support and 
Kenny B for audio.

Next was an “open mike” 
period that resulted in a 
number of spontaneous 
speeches by Steve Gar-
fink, Arnfinn Beisland, 
Ellen and Leone, youngsters 
represented by Kenny Bakken, 
Tobias Oftebro, Gigi Oftebro 
and Skyler Hollinbeck, then 
Torstein (predicting our next re-
union in Canada!), and a beau-
tiful summation of all the efforts 
and successes by Dale.  

Our final closing was a rousing rendition of Amazing 
Grace, similarly sung as we did in Lyngdal at the closing 

of the 2004 
Reunion.  
Then as if we 
didn’t have 
enough visit-
ing, eating 
and drinking, 
the Rivaras-- 
Margene, Lou and Bea – opened their lovely home to 
anyone who wanted to come over and enjoy their gracious 
and warm hospitality.  Many Oftebros were off to continue 
exploring California and other parts in America.  Some 
were there Monday morning for yet more mingling before 
departing.  

Conclusion
by Dale Oftebro

When Jessica and I married into the Oftebro family, we 
had no idea of the adventures in store, how much our 
families would grow, 
not only in sheer num-
bers, but in a wealth of 
love, caring and con-
nection among those 
we have come to know 
and cherish that until 
2000 we didn’t even 
know existed.  Inge’s 
phone call to my hus-
band, Ron, was just the 
beginning of our introduction to the world wide family of 
Oftebros. 

Our family was privileged to attend the Lyngdal reunion 
in 2004, where we met many Oftebros for the first time, 
and found ourselves connecting in a way we would not 
have imagined possible.  Kaitlynn, my granddaughter and 
Jessica and Kris’s daughter was 3½ on that trip, and while 
she spoke no Norwegian and her Norwegian cousins spoke 
little English, it didn’t slow down their ability to grow close 
in the 2 weeks we were there.  As we drove away from the 
last dinner with the combined family, Kaitlynn was in 
tears, declaring, “I’m going to miss my cousins”.  At the 
2010 reunion, the connection was still there, and she now 
knows many more cousins!

We have been blessed to live in a time where we can, 
through emails, websites, and phone calls, keep in touch in 
ways that were not possible for Norwegian family mem-
bers who immigrated to America.  But the ties remained, 
and we are so grateful to have had Inge’s call in 2000 that 



connected us to an Oftebro family of a size that is beyond imagining.  Those first days of emailing, sharing pictures and 
stories were a special time for me.

While the Pleasanton reunion is now but a wonderful memory, there are still days when I think, “How did we do it?” 
It was truly a group of diverse and talented individuals who said, “We can,” and did!  It has been amazing to look back 
over the months of work, the mountains of emails, the willingness of so many to make this a reality, and the many family 
members who made the time to come and join us.  There is nothing I can say except, “Thank you”.  We are a unique fam-
ily, blessed to have had the opportunity to work together to strengthen the bonds that have been formed and will con-
tinue with future generations.  It is our hope that we will continue to stay in touch and to share the joys and challenges 
that come to every family.

As I remember Torstein’s words opening the 2004 reunion, I would like to say that for us too, 

“Our dream has come true”.

What Did We Learn? 
by John and Deborah Oftebro

•	 If checking into a hotel very late at night, make sure the hotel understands to 
hold your room.

•	 One can’t reserve a restaurant table under the same name as 70 other people, 
even if it is OFTEBRO.

•	 The Norwegian version of Happy Birthday is far more “active” than the English 
version.

•	 Although Garry Oftebro had recently lost his house and virtually all belonging, 
he was able to bring his kids and share his story with two wonderful presenta-
tions.

•	 Margene and Lou need NO sleep since they totally participated with us while 
Margene was also finishing up making 70 costumes for a production that had 
two performances during our same weekend.  And, they invited everyone over 
to their fabulous home for a reception on the last day!

•	 Our fears that the young adults would be bored were blown away as they forged new relationships, fully participated, 
and are looking forward to future reunions.

•	 Aquavit, supplied by Ron Oftebro, was enjoyed by many!

•	 The Bakken Family Band ROCKS!

•	 More people volunteered than we had jobs for.

•	 Inge and Kari can really “cut a rug”!

As Co-Chair of the Reunion, I can only add what a blessing it was to work with Dale and the entire Committee as we 
dreamed, planned and pulled off such a fantastic event for our global family.  Then to the have the honor of standing in 
front of you for four days, seeing the spontaneous participation, the enjoyment, the mingling, the laughter, the lasting 
friendships develop, and the extension of our family legacy for the next generations—that was a personal thrill for me!  
Thanks to all!  JOHN







For duplicate, downloadable copies of any of these photos, or others from the Reunion DVD, please contact 
John at john.oftebro@comcast.net.


